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ABSTRACT

Mass media and society, a popular concept in media studies, has constituted much discourse due to roles media play in society and perceived effects that can result thereof. This chapter is inspired by the term 'medicalization of the society' whereby ailments are regarded as medical issues and subjected to medical diagnosis and treatment, regardless of their true causes. Similarly, the violence, moral decadence and ethno-religious crises witnessed in the society are largely ascribed to the media. This chapter examined the said effects of mass media with society’s social systems, cultures and values, with a view to finding a relationship. It argues that these societal makeups especially ones as formidable as Africa’s also affect largely members’ conducts and reactions to media contents. However, it advocates children’s news segment, adherence to media ethics, and use of media programmes to enhance learning, proper socialization, abolishment of negative cultures, media literacy among others.

INTRODUCTION

‘Medicalization of the society’ is a term that describes a process by which non-medical problems become defined and treated as medical problems, usually in terms of illnesses and disorders (Cornard, 2007). According to Cornard, illnesses or “syndromes” that relate to behaviour, a psychic state, or a bodily condition that now has a medical diagnosis and medical treatment, are numerous. Obesity, reproduction, sleep problems, countless addictions, depression or post-traumatic stress disorder, just to name a few — are now subjected to medical diagnosis and treatment. Cornard (2007:3) stated thus;

Clearly, the number of life problems that are defined as medical has increased enormously. Does this mean that there is a new epidemic of medical problems or that medicine is better able to identify and treat already existing problems? Or does it mean that a whole range of life’s problems have now received medical diagnoses and are subject to medical treatment, despite dubious evidence of their medical nature?
Karp (1996), in Ehernberg (2010), believes that depression in the United States stems from a cultural context that results in collective vulnerability to emotional distress. His thesis, as explained by Ehernberg (2010), connotes that there has been a personal dislocation due to the triple movement of medicalization, disconnection and post-modernization. These increasingly loose human connections according to him contribute to an increase in depression; the loss of social bond of the community gives depression its deep meaning. Horwitz & Wakefield (1980) in Ehrenberg (2010), discuss main issues and debates regarding medicalization of depression and blurring of borders between what is normal and what is pathological. They (Horwitz & Wakefield) show these three processes as factors that drive individuals to distress:

1. Low social status,
2. Loss of valued attachments,
3. Inability to reach important goals.

The implication is that certain illnesses and mental disorders have causative agents that spring from abnormalities in the social system – our society, and the medicals take the fall for them.

A similar issue occurs when society ascribes the violence, ills and problems it witnesses to the mass media as the main causative agent. The media as the fourth estate of the realm in the society are saddled with numerous if not heavy responsibilities, ranging from surveillance to educating, informing and entertaining members of the society. They are expected to function effectively and live up to expectations. Yet, when they discharge these duties expected of them, they are accused of inciting violence among children and youths (Gerbner, 1980; Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron, 2003), raising fear of insecurity among adults through news contents, and reporting incidents of insecurity (such as terrorist attacks) especially in Nigeria. Ifeduba (2013) contends that there have been complaints of newly licensed media using their media platforms to incite ethnic animosity (Tettey, 2006), bias (Olorunnisola, 2009), irresponsibility and unethical practices (Skjerdal and Lule, 2009; Ifeduba, 2011). Media imperialism (Schiller, 1973, in Toholde, Olaniran and Aliede, 2015) is blamed for cultural deterioration in the society. Ifeduba (2013) asserts that there is a new genre of sport newspapers that devote their pages to European football leagues, a situation that seems to promote cultural imperialism since the publishers have access to local leagues and other sporting events but choose to publicise European leagues, clubs and stars.

However, the mass media are part of an already existing society with established value systems, cultures, religious ideologies, ethnic groups and political structure. There has to be a society before any mass medium is established. The media cannot operate in a vacuum or in isolation; and actually, those who are termed media practitioners emanate from the society. The main aim of any medium is to report occurrences in the society; therefore, messages contained in the media are reflections of events occurring in the society. Societies which enjoy positive value systems and cultures, stabilised political and economic structure, steady growth and development and good standard of living, will ultimately enjoy positive image from the media situated in them. When the reverse is the case however, there are bound to be negative media contents. It is pertinent to understand what and who constitute the society and the media especially as it pertains to Africa (with particular reference to Nigeria). Understanding the societal makeup will reveal the value systems, and cultures, which the members live by, and how these affect their conducts and their response to media messages. This will help establish a relationship between the said effects of mass media and the effects of negative cultures, value systems, etc. on society.